Latin American FLAS
Course Offerings for Guarani

The US Department of Education provides some flexibility in determining which courses fulfill the language and area studies courses. Brigham Young University provides robust curricular offerings that fulfill these requirements. In order to assist students in making course selections, the FLAS committee has created a list of pre-approved and potential courses that fulfill FLAS requirements.

Pre-Approved Language Courses
The following courses satisfy the requirements for language:

- GUARA 201 Second-Year Guarani
- GUARA 202 Second-Year Guarani
- GUARA 305 Lang Skills Dev: Guarani
- GUARA 321 Adv Grammar: Guarani
- GUARA 330 Adv Lang & Cult: Guarani
- GUARA 340 Intro to Literature: Guarani
- GUARA 350 Adv Lang Study: Guarani

**Course offerings differ each semester.

Pre-Approved Area Studies Courses
The following courses satisfy the requirements for area studies courses.

- GEOG 255 Middle and South America
- HIST 251 Conquest & Colonization of Latin America
- HIST 252 Modern Latin America
- HIST 253 Rel. in Colonial Latin America
- HIST 295 Latin Am Age of Revolution
- HIST 356 History of Brazil
- HIST 357 The Indian in Latin American History
- HIST 358 Gender and History in Latin America
- HIST 359 Inter-American Relations
- IHUM 260 Humanities of Latin America
- LT AM 211 Introduction to Latin American Studies
- LT AM 495 Senior Seminar in Latin American Studies
- POLI 358 Latin American Politics
- POLI 380 International Relations of Latin America

**Course offerings differ each semester.
Course Substitutions

Do your best to arrange your schedule to take courses listed above. Nevertheless, course substitutions may be made due to schedule conflicts or lack of course offerings. You must submit a formal course substitution request in the form of a memo. Your request must be approved in writing by the FLAS program coordinator, the FLAS selection committee chair, and the coordinator of Latin American Studies.

Include the following in your substitution request:

- the course you wish to take
- a justification for the substitution
- a copy of the syllabus
- a letter of support from the professor

Note: Students in the Law School may potentially count one law class as an area studies course, but they must follow the process outlined above.